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Generation of Superhelical Torsion
by ATP-Dependent Chromatin
Remodeling Activities
(reviewed by Kingston and Narlikar, 1999; Vignali et al.,
2000).
The first ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activ-
ity to be identified was the yeast SWI/SNF complex
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Biochemical characterization of the SWI/SNF com-Summary
plex revealed it to be a large complex containing 11
subunits (Coˆte´ et al., 1994). The largest component,ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activities par-
Snf2p, contains the archetypal motifs characteristic ofticipate in the alteration of chromatin structure during
a broad grouping of DNA and RNA helicases. Basedgene regulation. All have DNA- or chromatin-stimu-
upon this homology, Snf2p can be placed within thelated ATPase activity and many can alter the structure
SF2 superfamily of helicase-like proteins (Gorbalenyaof chromatin; however, the means by which they do
and Koonin, 1993). This superfamily includes proteinsthis have remained unclear. Here we describe a novel
with diverse functions including recombination, DNA re-activity for ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling ac-
pair, RNA splicing, and a family of proteins with moretivities, the ability to generate unconstrained negative
extensive homology to Snf2p, many of which can alter
superhelical torsion in DNA and chromatin. We find
chromatin structure. All eukaryotes appear to have mul-
that the ability to distort DNA is shared by the yeast
tiple genes falling within this Snf2-like family, which have
SWI/SNF complex, Xenopus Mi-2 complex, recombi- been further classified into three subfamilies based
nant ISWI, and recombinant BRG1, suggesting that upon homology extending beyond the helicase-like re-
the generation of superhelical torsion represents a gions (Eisen et al., 1995). The first subfamily consists of
primary biomechanical activity shared by all Snf2p- proteins that share the most extensive homology with
related ATPase motors. The generation of superhelical Snf2p and include a bromodomain (Tamkun et al., 1992).
torque provides a potent means by which ATP-depen- These include ySth1, hBRG1, hBRM, and dBRM, which
dent chromatin remodeling activities can manipulate are components of related complexes in yeast, humans,
chromatin structure. and Drosophila (Tamkun et al., 1992; Cairns et al., 1994;
Wang et al., 1996). A second grouping consists of pro-
Introduction teins that are most closely related to Drosophila ISWI
and contain a SANT domain (Aasland et al., 1996). ISWI
The generation of a local chromatin topology conducive is the catalytic subunit of the NURF, RCF, and CHRAC
to transcription is an essential step in the process of complexes that were biochemically purified from Dro-
gene regulation. A variety of multiprotein complexes sophila embryos (Tsukiyama et al., 1995; Ito et al., 1997;
participate in this process including those that post- Varga-Weisz et al., 1997). ISWI has homologs that have
translationally modify chromatin by acetylation, deacet- been found to be components of chromatin remodeling
ylation, phosphorylation, or methylation (reviewed by complexes in humans, yeast, and frogs. The third Snf2
subfamily is the CHD (chromo-helicase/ATPase DNAStrahl and Allis, 2000). In addition, ATP-dependent chro-
binding) proteins, which contain both a helicase-like do-matin remodeling activities use energy derived from the
main and a chromodomain (Paro and Hogness, 1991).hydrolysis of ATP to remodel the structure of chromatin
Four CHD-like proteins, CHD1–CHD4, have been char-
acterized in humans (Woodage et al., 1997) and therek To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: t.a.owen
are related proteins present in organisms as diverse ashughes@dundee.ac.uk).
Xenopus and yeast (Wade et al., 1999; Tran et al., 2000).# Present address: ZYOMYX, 3911 Trust Way, Hayward, California
94545. Although all ATP-dependent remodeling activities stud-
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Figure 1. A Cruciform Extrusion Assay for the
Generation of Unconstrained Superhelical
Stress by Affinity-Purified SWI/SNF Complex
Schematic illustration of pXG540 (A) and the
cruciform formation assay (B). (C) Lane 2 con-
tains supercoiled DNA. Lane 3 contains su-
percoiled pXG450 DNA following incubation
with Endonuclease VII; lane 4 contains Endo-
nuclease VII-digested DNA that has been sub-
jected to a second digestion with AvaI. Lanes
5–8 contain the products resulting from En-
donuclease VII digestion of linear DNA in the
absence or presence of SWI/SNF, ATP, and
Topoisomerase I as indicated. Lanes 9–12
contain the products resulting from identical
reactions performed using relaxed closed cir-
cular pXG540 as a substrate.
ied to date contain a Snf2p-like catalytic subunit, the Despite the important role ATP-dependent remodeling
complexes play in gene regulation, it is not known howremaining subunits of these complexes diverge consid-
erably. the ATPase motors they contain are able to alter chro-
matin structure. Here we describe an assay capable ofSurprisingly, given the homology that Snf2p shares
with DNA helicases, SWI/SNF was found not to function detecting localized increases in unconstrained negative
superhelical density. We use this assay to detect thein classical strand displacement assays for helicase ac-
tivity (Coˆte´ et al., 1994). Subsequent studies have failed ability of a representative selection of ATP-dependent
chromatin remodeling activities to generate superhelicalto identify any other member of this family of proteins
possessing helicase activity although all members do torsion within linear DNA fragments. This provides re-
modeling activities with a powerful means by which theypossess ATPase activity. In the case of the yeast SWI/
SNF and RSC complexes, this ATPase activity is stimu- may reconfigure chromatin structure.
lated equally by the presence of DNA or chromatin frag-
ments (Coˆte´ et al., 1994; Cairns et al., 1996). In contrast, Results
the ATPase activity of the Xenopus Mi-2 complex or
Drosophila ISWI protein is stimulated to a greater extent A Novel Assay for Detecting Altered
Superhelical Torsionby chromatin (Corona et al., 1999; Brehm et al., 2000;
Guschin et al., 2000). The DNA- or chromatin-stimulated Like the catalytic subunits of ATP-dependent chromatin
remodeling activities, several other members of the SF2ATPase activity of all these complexes is associated
with the ability to alter the nuclease sensitivity of chro- family of helicase-like proteins do not function in con-
ventional strand displacement assays for helicase activ-matin in an ATP-dependent fashion.
It has recently become clear that several ATP-depen- ity. These include the DNA translocating subunits of
type I restriction enzymes. Despite not being able todent chromatin remodeling complexes are capable of
altering the positions of nucleosomes along DNA (Ham- separate the strands of DNA, these proteins are capable
of tracking along DNA resulting in the generation ofiche et al., 1999; Langst et al., 1999; Whitehouse et al.,
1999; Guschin et al., 2000; Jaskelioff et al., 2000). This loops with altered superhelical twist (Szczelkun et al.,
1996; Davies et al., 1999; Ellis et al., 1999; Firman andmay play an important role during different stages in the
metabolism of chromatin and may either increase or Szczelkun, 2000; Janscak and Bickle, 2000). Rad54 is
more closely related to Snf2p and has also been shownreduce the ability of DNA binding proteins to gain access
to their cognate binding sites. A subset of chromatin to alter DNA superhelicity (Petukhova et al., 1999; Tan
et al., 1999; Van Komen et al., 2000). These observationsremodeling activities are also capable of disrupting
chromatin in ways that are distinct from nucleosome led us to consider the possibility that Snf2p is also capa-
ble of altering the superhelical twisting of DNA.mobilization. For example, SWI/SNF and RSC com-
plexes are capable of generating dinucleosome-like in- To test this, we have used cruciform formation as a
means to measure superhelical tension in DNA. Thetermediates during remodeling and can displace histone
octamer in trans (Owen-Hughes et al., 1996; Lorch et formation of a cruciform by an inverted repeat sequence
incurs a free energy cost, and so is not normally stableal., 1998, 1999; Schnitzler et al., 1998). Human and yeast
SWI/SNF complexes can also alter the ability of nucleo- in linear DNA fragments. However, cruciform formation
is also associated with a relaxation of negative superhe-somes assembled onto plasmid DNA to constrain su-
percoils (Kwon et al., 1994; Jaskelioff et al., 2000). lical density. This means that cruciforms are stable in
negatively supercoiled DNA where the positive free en-In vivo ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling is likely
to provide a means of regulating genomic accessibility. ergy of cruciform formation is offset by the relaxation
Generation of Superhelical Torsion by SWI/SNF
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Figure 2. Snf2p ATPase Activity Is Required
for the Alteration of Superhelical Torsion
Fractions derived from the final column in
SWI/SNF purification (Superose 6) were as-
sayed for extrusion activity (A) and subjected
to Western blotting (B). Extrusion activity was
found to copurify with the SWI/SNF complex
as determined by Western blotting for the
ARP9p and Snf2p subunits (C). To determine
whether Snf2p ATPase activity was required
for cruciform formation, SWI/SNF complex was
purified over Ni agarose and MonoQ columns
from strain CY397, which encodes K798A mu-
tant Snf2p, which has greatly reduced ATPase
activity. K798A mutant SWI/SNF complex was
found to be inactive in extrusion assays (lane
2) when compared to equivalent amounts of
the wild-type complex (lane 4) as determined
by Western blotting (D).
of superhelical density (Lilley, 1980; Panayotatos and able to cleave the DNA in the region of the inverted
repeat (Figure 1C, lane 7). This shows that the action ofWells, 1981). The amount of negative superhelical den-
sity that is relieved upon cruciform extrusion is propor- the SWI/SNF complex creates a restrained domain
within the linear molecule in which the DNA is sufficientlytional to the length of the inverted repeat. Thus, stable
cruciform extrusion only occurs in negatively su- negatively supercoiled to support the stable existence
of a cruciform.percoiled DNA with a critical superhelical density that
reduces as the size of the inverted repeat increases In order to confirm that the generation of superhelical
torsion was required for the SWI/SNF-mediated genera-(Mizuuchi et al., 1982a; Courey and Wang, 1983; Lilley
and Hallam, 1984). We have previously used alternating tion of Endo VII cleavage sites, the assay was performed
in the presence of eukaryotic Topoisomerase I (Figureadenine-thymine sequences ([AT]n) as cruciform-form-
ing reporters for the measurement of local superhelical 1C, lane 8), which relaxes superhelical tension. SWI/
SNF was unable to generate cruciforms under thesedensity (McClellan et al., 1990). These sequences form
cruciform structures with a relatively low free energy of conditions, confirming that the function of SWI/SNF in
this assay involves the generation of unconstrained su-formation of 14 kcal mol21, and, importantly, cruciform
extrusion occurs without a significant kinetic barrier perhelical stress. We also performed the assay using
relaxed covalently closed circular molecules as a tem-(Greaves et al., 1985). This means that, in a qualitative
sense, the adoption of a cruciform structure by an [AT]n plate. Figure 1C lanes 9–12 indicate SWI/SNF complex
can also alter DNA twisting on relaxed circular DNA.sequence indicates the existence of unconstrained neg-
ative superhelical density in DNA.
In order to detect cruciforms, we have used bacterio- Snf2p Is Required for Altering
Superhelical Torsionphage T4 endonuclease VII (Endo VII), a highly selective
junction resolving enzyme (Mizuuchi et al., 1982b; Lilley Although the experiments illustrated in Figure 1 were
performed with SWI/SNF complex that had been purifiedand Kemper, 1984). Endo VII introduces bilateral cleav-
ages close to the junction, generating a double-stranded from yeast cells approximately 90,000-fold, it is possible
that the activity could be attributed to a contaminant.break in the DNA that can be mapped by restriction
enzyme analysis. The use of [AT]n inverted repeat se- To test this, we assayed for extrusion activity across
the columns used in the last stages of SWI/SNF complexquences can be combined with Endo VII digestion to
form the basis of an assay to detect unconstrained nega- purification. Precise copurification of the Snf2p and
ARP9 components of SWI/SNF complex and the extru-tive superhelical density as illustrated schematically in
Figure 1B. sion activity were observed over both MonoQ (data not
shown) and Superose 6 columns (Figures 2A and 2B).Figure 1C lane 2 contains the supercoiled form of
pXG540, a plasmid containing the inverted repeat [AT]34. In order to show that the extrusion activity required
the functional ATPase domain of Snf2p, we purified SWI/Lane 3 contains the same plasmid DNA following diges-
tion with the resolving enzyme Endo VII. As this DNA SNF complex from a strain in which the Snf2p ATP bind-
ing cassette has been mutated by the point mutationis negatively supercoiled, the inverted repeat is in the
extruded form and the DNA serves as substrate for lin- K798A. Figures 2C and 2D illustrate that activity of the
mutant complex in the cruciform formation assay is neg-earization by Endo VII. This site of cleavage can be
mapped to the inverted repeat by digestion with the ligible compared to similar quantities of the wild-type
complex. This indicates that the ATPase activity of Snf2prestriction enzyme, AvaI (Figure 1C, lane 4). If pXG450
DNA is first cut with AvaI and then subject to digestion is required for altering DNA superhelical torsion.
with Endo VII, no further cleavage occurs because lin-
earization relaxes the supercoiling required to maintain The Proportion of Template DNA Cleaved
Accumulates over Timethe inverted repeat in the extruded form (Figure 1C, lane
5). However, if linear pXG540 DNA is incubated with SWI/SNF and Endo VII were present simultaneously in
the cruciform extrusion reactions described above. ToSWI/SNF complex in the presence of ATP, Endo VII is
Cell
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Figure 3. The Proportion of Template DNA
Cleaved by Endo VII Accumulates over Time
Time course cruciform extrusion reactions
were performed where SWI/SNF complex
was incubated with linear pXG540 for the
times indicated. (A) Reactions were subject
to 5 min digestion with Endo VII following
incubation with SWI/SNF. (B) Endo VII was
present throughout the incubation with SWI/
SNF. (C) Plot of the data obtained in (A) and
(B). (D) Titration of the concentration of SWI/
SNF required for cruciform extrusion during
a 3 hr incubation at room temperature.
determine the time required for SWI/SNF to generate assays in the presence of a range of nucleoside di- or
triphosphates. Figure 4 illustrates that only dATP andcruciforms, SWI/SNF was incubated with template DNA
for increasing lengths of time and the reactions were ATP were suitable cofactors for SWI/SNF function in
this assay, and that the nonhydrolyzable analogs AMP-then subjected to 5 min digestion with Endo VII at a con-
centration sufficient to completely digest supercoiled PMP and ATP-g-S were not. This is identical to the
nucleoside specificity that has been previously deter-template DNA during this time period (Figure 3A). Under
these conditions, lower levels of extrusion were de- mined for the yeast and human SWI/SNF complexes
(Imbalzano et al., 1996; Coˆte´ et al., 1998).tected, but maximal extrusion was generated following
a 5 min incubation with SWI/SNF (Figures 3A and 3C).
In a parallel experiment with Endo VII and SWI/SNF Cruciform Extrusion Requires Continuous
ATP Hydrolysispresent simultaneously, the proportion of DNA mole-
cules cleaved increased to higher levels over a period The ATP-dependent alteration of chromatin structure
resulting from SWI/SNF action has been shown to per-of 1 hr (Figures 3B and 3C). These observations are
most readily explained if SWI/SNF action results in the sist following removal of ATP (Imbalzano et al., 1996;
Coˆte´ et al., 1998; Lorch et al., 1998; Schnitzler et al.,transient extrusion of a small proportion of template
DNA at any one time. 1998; Jaskelioff et al., 2000). Whether cruciform extru-
sion persists in the absence of ATP hydrolysis was moni-
tored both by addition of an excess of nonhydrolyzableThe Stoichiometry of SWI/SNF Required
for Cruciform Formation ATP and through Apyrase treatment. The results shown
in Figure 4B indicate that SWI/SNF-mediated cruciformTo investigate the amount of SWI/SNF required for cruci-
form formation, reactions were performed with various extrusion requires continuous ATP hydrolysis. This re-
quirement together with the fact that the assay doesconcentrations of SWI/SNF complex as determined by
quantitative Western blotting (Whitehouse et al., 1999). not require a chromatin-assembled template suggests
that cruciform extrusion is a direct measure of Snf2pFigure 3D illustrates that incubation of 3.8 kb substrate
DNA with equimolar SWI/SNF complex results in the action. In contrast, previous studies that have detected
persistent structural changes following SWI/SNF actioncleavage of 50% of the template DNA within 3 hr. As
SWI/SNF can bind DNA nonspecifically, there are many are likely to involve stable alterations to chromatin struc-
ture that occur as a consequence of remodeling.possible orientations in which the complex could bind
the 3.8 kb substrate but not be capable of generating
negative superhelical tension within the region of the The Level of Superhelical Torsion that Can
Be Generated by the Snf2p Motortemplate DNA that contains the inverted repeat. Thus,
despite the requirement for approximately equimolar The stability of an inverted repeat in an extruded cruci-
form structure is a function of unconstrained superheli-SWI/SNF, it remains possible that the complex is func-
tioning catalytically in the cruciform formation assay. cal density. The critical superhelical density at which a
cruciform will extrude (scrit) is related to the length of theIn vivo targeted recruitment of the SWI/SNF complex
(reviewed by Peterson and Workman, 2000) may assist inverted repeat for plasmids of known size. Thus, the
level of extrusion observed using inverted repeats ofthe generation of torsion at specific sites in the genome
with high efficiency. different lengths can be used as a probe for uncon-
strained superhelical density (McClellan et al., 1990).
The pAT series of plasmids contain inverted repeatsNucleotide Dependence of SWI/SNF Complex
in Cruciform Extrusion varying in length between [AT]9 and [AT]34 that have
previously been used for this purpose. SWI/SNF wasTo investigate the nucleotide dependence of SWI/SNF-
mediated cruciform extrusion, we performed extrusion able to convert the [AT]n repeats in pAT22 and pAT15
Generation of Superhelical Torsion by SWI/SNF
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Figure 4. The Nucleotide Dependence of
SWI/SNF-Mediated Cruciform Formation
(A) SWI/SNF complex was incubated with
template DNA in the presence of Endo VII and
the NTP’s indicated at a final concentration
of 1 mM. (B) Extrusion reactions were per-
formed where ATP hydrolysis was prevented
either through addition of 1 mM ATP-g-S
(lanes 4 and 7) or Apyrase (lanes 3 and 6)
either prior to (lanes 3 and 4) or following
(lanes 6 and 7) incubation with SWI/SNF in
the presence of 100 mM ATP.
to cruciforms efficiently; however, the level of extrusion cruciform formation assay. While ISWI was unable to
function on a DNA template, it was capable of generatingobserved was lower for the plasmids containing shorter
inverted repeats (Figure 5). The data obtained in Figure superhelical torsion on chromatin-assembled pXG540
in the presence of ATP (Figure 6, lanes 4–6). This is5 was fitted to a Boltzmann topoisomer distribution to
obtain scrit value of 20.061. This is a measure of the consistent with previous observations indicating that
the ATPase activity of ISWI is only stimulated in thesuperhelical torsion that can be generated by the SWI/
SNF complex. presence of nucleosomal DNA (Brehm et al., 2000). A
derivative of ISWI containing a mutated ATP binding
cassette was unable to function in the extrusion assaySnf2p Homologs Also Alter DNA Twisting
Having determined that the yeast SWI/SNF complex is indicating that ATPase activity was required for the gen-
eration of torsion (Figure 6, lanes 7–9). Xenopus Mi-2able to alter DNA twisting, we next investigated the abil-
ity of other remodeling activities to function in this assay. complex also only functioned in the extrusion assay
when a chromatin template was used as a substrateWe chose to test the activity of recombinant bacterially
expressed Drosophila ISWI (the catalytic subunit of the (Figure 6, lanes 10–12). In contrast, recombinant BRG1,
like SWI/SNF complex, was able to function on bothDrosophila CHRAC, NURF, and ACF complexes), native
Xenopus Mi-2 complex, and recombinant baculovirus- chromatin and DNA templates (Figure 6, lanes 13–15).
The ability of recombinant ISWI and BRG1 to function inexpressed human BRG1 (the catalytic subunit of the
human SWI/SNF complex). Recombinant ISWI and Xen- the assay illustrates that the Snf2p-like ATPase subunits
are not only required for cruciform formation, but inopus Mi-2 complex have previously been shown to
require a chromatin-assembled template for maximal these cases are sufficient.
ATPase activity (Corona et al., 1999; Boyer et al., 2000;
Guschin et al., 2000). In order to test the function of Discussion
these activities in cruciform extrusion we assembled
linear pXG540 with nucleosomes by histone octamer We have used a cruciform formation assay to detect the
transfer. We found that SWI/SNF complex was able to generation of negative superhelical density within linear
function on chromatin-assembled DNA in a fashion simi- DNA molecules by the yeast SWI/SNF complex and
lar to that observed for free DNA (Figure 6, lanes 1 and other ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activities.
3). Thus, SWI/SNF is able to generate superhelical tor- Since these include members of the Snf2, ISWI, and
sion on both free DNA and nucleosomal arrays. We next CHD1 classes of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling
tested the ability of recombinant ISWI to function in the activity, it is possible that DNA twisting represents a
primary biomechanical activity shared by all ATP-depen-
dent chromatin remodeling activities. The ability to apply
superhelical torsion to DNA represents a powerful
means by which chromatin structure can be manipu-
lated and provides the opportunity for new insights into
the function of this family of proteins.
How Do ATP-Dependent Remodeling Activities
Generate Torsion?
To generate localized superhelical stress within DNA
fragments, ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activ-Figure 5. Cruciform Formation as a Measure of the Torsion Gener-
ated by SWI/SNF ities must both generate rotation of DNA and means to
limit the dissipation of the torsion generated. One meansTo determine the superhelical torque that can be generated by SWI/
SNF, cruciform extrusion reactions were performed using AvaI lin- by which ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activi-
earized plasmids containing inverted repeats of 9, 11, 12, 15, and ties could generate rotation involves the tracking of the
22 repeats of the sequence dAT, which have scrit values of 2.075, complex along the helical DNA backbone in a fashion
2.06, 2.055, 2.044, and 2.033, respectively (McClellan et al., 1990).
similar to that previously reported for type I restrictionBelow each lane, the proportion of the total DNA that is cleaved by
enzymes (Szczelkun et al., 1996; Davies et al., 1999; EllisEndo VII is indicated. Note that cleavage of this series of plasmids
with Endo VII and AvaI results in the generation of a 1.6 kb doublet. et al., 1999; Firman and Szczelkun, 2000; Janscak and
Cell
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Figure 6. The Ability of Other ATP-Depen-
dent Chromatin Remodeling Activities to
Function in the Cruciform Formation Assay
Cruciform formation assays were performed
on AvaI cut pXG540 and the same DNA as-
sembled into chromatin. (A) Lanes 1–3 con-
tain SWI/SNF complex; lanes 4–6, ISWI pro-
tein; lanes 7–9, K159R mutant ISWI protein,
which has greatly reduced ATPase activity;
lanes 10–12, Xenopus Mi-2 complex; and
lanes 13 and 15, recombinant baculovirus-
expressed BRG1. (B) Protein gels indicating
the purity of ISWI, Mi-2, and BRG1.
Bickle, 2000). Another possibility is that DNA is rotated maximal ATPase activity could all provide a means by
which the superhelical stress generated by Snf2p-likewithout translocation. Regardless of the mechanism,
motors could be applied to DNA on the surface ofit is likely that ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling
nucleosomes. Each turn of DNA on the nucleosome isactivities are not highly processive as they can readily
constrained between histone-DNA contact points ofexchange from one chromatin fragment to another
varying interaction strength (Luger et al., 1997). Tor-(Owen-Hughes et al., 1996; Coˆte´ et al., 1998; Lorch et
sional stress will be distributed within these constrainedal., 1998). This lack of processivity may mean that
DNA turns as the minimum energy combination of bothchanges to DNA twisting are transient, perhaps ex-
twisting (i.e., over- or underwinding) and writhing (i.e.,plaining why they have not been detected using other
bending). This partition between twist and writhe duringassays such as the use of eubacterial topoisomerase
chromatin remodeling is likely to be influenced princi-(K. H. and T. O.-H., unpublished observations) and DNA
pally by the characteristics of the histone-DNA contactstracking assays (Auble and Steggerda, 1999). In order
on the nucleosome surface, the orientation of DNAto generate superhelical stress, the rotation of DNA must
translocation with respect to the histone octamer, andalso be constrained. This could be achieved through the
the level of superhelical torsion that is generated by theformation of loops similar to those detected by electron
ATPase motor.microscopy of ySWI/SNF complexes bound to DNA (Ba-
Figures 7A–7D illustrate schematically how these pa-zett-Jones et al., 1999).
rameters may influence the remodeling of nucleosomes.A number of assays have previously been used to
Where histone-DNA interactions are weak, the applica-detect ATP-dependent structural changes mediated by
tion of torsional stress is likely to result in rotation ofremodeling activities (reviewed by Vignali et al., 2000).
DNA on the surface of the histone octamer (Figure 7AAll of these require the use of chromatin templates and
and 7B). This has previously been proposed as a mecha-detect alterations to chromatin structure occurring as a
nism for nucleosome sliding (Van Holde and Yager,consequence of ATP-dependent remodeling. In con-
1985), and the published nucleosome core particletrast, the generation of superhelical tension within linear
structure demonstrates underwinding consistent withDNA molecules appears to be a more direct measure
this model (Luger et al., 1997). However, where histone-of the action of remodelers. Thus, it is of interest to
DNA contacts are capable of constraining higher levelsconsider how the generation of torsion may be used to
of superhelical stress and the ATPase motor is strongmanipulate chromatin structure.
enough to generate sufficient stress, the distortion of
DNA on the surface of the nucleosome is likely to include
The Effects of DNA Torsion increasing writhe (bending) contributions, which could
on Nucleosome Structure pull DNA off the surface of the histone octamer (Figure
All known ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activi- 7C and 7D). Where the remodeling activity is weakly
ties are likely to possess at least one subunit capable tethered to the nucleosome and tracking is oriented into
of interacting directly with chromatin. Bromodomains, a nucleosome, translocation of a remodeler through a
chromodomains, AT-hooks, and the ATPase subunits nucleosome in a fashion similar to that described pre-
of remodeling activities, such as the ISWI-containing viously for RNA polymerase (Studitsky et al., 1995) may
be possible (Figure 7C). Tracking of the remodeler ori-complexes and Mi-2, that require nucleosomal DNA for
Generation of Superhelical Torsion by SWI/SNF
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Perhaps the strongest support for the existence of such
remodeled intermediates stems from the observation
that remodeled chromatin has an altered ability to con-
strain the linking number of closed circular plasmid DNA
(Kwon et al., 1994). Combinations of nucleosome disrup-
tion and mobilization could drive the association of DNA
from one disrupted mononucleosome with that of an-
other to create dinucleosome-like particles (Lorch et al.,
1998; Schnitzler et al., 1998). Octamer transfer in trans
may occur via a related pathway (Lorch et al., 1999;
Whitehouse et al., 1999). Thus, superhelical stress pro-
vides a means of generating many of the alterations to
chromatin structure that have been detected to occur
following ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling.
Cellular Complexes that Can Promote
the Generation of Unusual DNA Structures
within the Genome
Our finding that SWI/SNF complex can alter the superhe-
lical torsion of DNA fragments raises the possibility that
remodeling activities may be capable of altering the
structure of DNA in vivo. A variety of structural transi-Figure 7. Schematic Illustration Indicating How the Generation of
Superhelical Torsion May Alter Chromatin Structure tions may be involved including the alteration of DNA
curvature, the generation of cruciforms (Lilley, 1980; Pa-The generation of superhelical torsion by a chromatin remodeling
activity tethered to a histone octamer has a number of possible nayotatos and Wells, 1981), Z-DNA (Peck et al., 1982;
consequences. Where DNA is bound to the surface of the histone Singleton et al., 1982), triplex DNA (Htun and Dahlberg,
octamer weakly, torsion will cause rotation of DNA on the surface 1989), and unwound DNA (Umek and Kowalski, 1988).
of the histone octamer via small degrees of under- or overtwisting
Such structures have been implicated in the formation(A and B). An intermediate state consistent with (A) is observed
of nuclease hypersensitive sites during gene regulationin the nucleosome core particle structure. Superhelical stress will
(Goding and Russell, 1983; Weintraub, 1983). AT-richaccumulate to higher levels where DNA is bound strongly to the
octamer, resulting in the distortion of both DNA twist and writhe. sequences that more readily adopt non-B DNA struc-
Writhe (bending) will appear as a bulge of DNA unbound from the tures are frequently found upstream of promoters where
surface of the histone octamer (C and D). One outcome common they may destabilize nucleosomes (Iyer and Struhl,
to all pathways in (A)–(D) is nucleosome sliding (see http://www.
1995; Shimizu et al., 2000). Although these studies sug-dundee.ac.uk/biochemistry/owenhughes/mech1.html). The trap-
gest that non B-form DNA structures may play an impor-ping of DNA with altered twist or writhe on the surface of a nucleo-
tant role in the establishment of accessible chromatinsome could result in the formation of disrupted nucleosomes. Fi-
nally, it is also possible that the generation of superhelical torsion structures, it has not been clear how the generation of
could directly influence higher order chromatin folding (E). De- such structures could be coordinated with gene regula-
pending upon the orientation of twisting, the action of chromatin tion in vivo. Our finding that a family of cellular com-
remodeling activities would favor the formation or decondensation
plexes, known to participate in gene regulation, is capa-of such structures. Alternatively, processive unfolding of nucleo-
ble of generating non-B DNA provides a potential meanssomes within chromatin domains could be achieved as illustrated
by which DNA secondary structure could be manipu-previously (Travers, 1992).
lated in response to a diverse range of stimuli.
The Effect of Superhelical Tension on Higherented away from a nucleosome such that DNA is pushed
into the nucleosome, combined with the generation of Order Chromatin Folding
The formation of chromatin fibers is likely to constrainhigh levels of superhelical stress, would favor the gener-
ation of loops of DNA unwound from the surface of the supercoils. Indeed, repressive chromatin has been shown
to assume a distinct topology (Bi and Broach, 1997).octamer (Figure 7D).
One of the outcomes of the remodeling pathways de- This means that alteration of unconstrained superhelical
density by ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activi-picted in Figures 7A–7D is the repositioning of nucleo-
somes along DNA. However, it is likely that the superheli- ties could affect the ability of nucleosomes to undergo
higher order folding (see Figure 7E). Recent in vivo stud-cal stress generated by chromatin remodeling activities
can be adapted to enable chromatin structure to be ies provide evidence in support of remodeling at this
level (Krebs et al., 2000). The ability of chromatin remod-remodeled in other ways. For example, it is quite feasible
that a proportion of the twist or writhe generated might eling activities to alter the higher order folding of chro-
matin by altering DNA twist would be reversible if thebecome trapped on the surface of a nucleosome. These
trapped intermediates would be predicted to share orientation of the twisting could be changed. Thus, the
orientation in which the SWI/SNF complex is recruitedmany of the properties that have been detected in re-
modeled chromatin. These include altered nuclease may influence whether it stabilizes the formation or dis-
assembly of higher order chromatin structure.sensitivity (Coˆte´ et al., 1994; Kwon et al., 1994) and
enhanced ability to bind transcription factors (Coˆte´ et The direct manipulation of chromatin folding through
torsion and changes to nucleosome structure or spacingal., 1994; Imbalzano et al., 1994; Kwon et al., 1994).
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